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“Postcards from Kannibalia stages a general view of the southern rim of the Caribbean (Venezuela
and Colombia) in musical hybrids, combining ethnically rooted material with more abstract
digressions that put the former into various perspectives. Our region is bursting with social and
cultural upheavals, and music is often the centerpiece of many identities–genres that remain
widely unknown to broader audiences throughout the world.
This work, which could be seen as a suite of local-genre cocktails, is by no means a folkloric
showcase; I would say it is ‘anti-folklore’ because it builds highly individual, particular expressions
using strands of ethnic music DNA grafted onto totally unconventional contexts. There is a slow
and natural hybridization which happens in ethnic music when certain traditions reach the cities
and start to combine in the most unexpected ways (jazz, tango, salsa are some of these hybrid
forms.) Here I have tried to mimic (and accelerate) something of these historical processes in the
laboratory of concert music, expanding the original rules of interplay as well as the scope of the
borrowed elements. The tools of Western chamber music, where these musical ideas can be
handled and recombined as abstract entities, have been used for this purpose many times in
different periods and places, but seldom in Latin America.
The title evokes the uncharted territories on the ancient maps of the Caribbean and Northern South
America: the ‘Land of Cannibals’ where many musical and cultural territories remain unknown to
Western culture. Ironically, I feel these ‘savage forms’ are sometimes so intense that they can
literally swallow the tamer ‘civilized’ musical ways of concert music, transforming the canons of
performance, something we have seen happening in the youth orchestras of Venezuela under the
baton of Dudamel, even in classical works.
Each of the four movements proposes a different kind of experiment, or fantasy, based on freely
transcribed and transformed material (at least two different genres in each movement). The
opening idea in Gypjab, a nod to Bartók's roots in Middle Europe combined with a Caribbean dance,
is a gypsy element trapped in a tropical traffic-jam; from there on rhythm is the driving force,
making it an intense, restless choreography, rather than a dissertation on the ethnic roots of Latin
American music. Cari Kum Ba is a Colombian cumbia cocktail with an obsessive cricket-song
nocturne. Gnossienne Tonada (a play on words that sounds like the Spanish no siento nada [I feel
nothing] combines the slow Venezuelan tonada with an interlude of frogs in a Satie-esque neoclassical context. Sapokalypse is a set of variations on El Sapo, a popular Venezuelan song that could
be seen as a ternary calypso.
This trio was made possible thanks to the support of the Embassy of the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela in the United States, the Chevron Corporation through the Venezuelan Sounds music
series as well as the Verdehr Trio and Michigan State University."
─Paul Desenne
The world premiere of Postcards from Kannibalia was on October 24, 2010 at the Music Room, The
Phillips Collection, Washington D.C.
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